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Abstract – In the last two decades, software process modeling has been an area of interest 
within both academia and industry. Software process modeling aims at defining and representing 
software processes in the form of models. A software process model represents the medium that 
allows better understanding, management and control of the software process. Software process 
metamodeling rather, provides standard metamodels which enable the defining of customized 
software process models for a specific project in hand by instantiation. Several software process 
modeling/meta-modeling languages have been introduced to formalize software process models. 
Nonetheless, none of them has managed to introduce a compatible yet precise language to include 
all necessary concepts and information for software process modeling. This paper presents 
Software Process Meta-Modeling and Notation (SP2MN); a meta-modeling language that 
provides simple and expressive graphical notations for the aim of software process modeling. 
SP2MN has been evaluated based upon the well-known ISPW-6 process example, a standard 
benchmark problem for software process modeling. SP2MN has proved that it presents a valid and 
expressive software process modeling language. Copyright © 2015 Praise Worthy Prize S.r.l. - 
All rights reserved. 
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The software process is a critical factor for delivering 
quality software systems, as it aims to manage and 
transform the user need into a software product that 
meets this need. The software process defines the way in 
which software system development is conducted and 
supported. A software process is a partially ordered set of 
activities undertaken to manage, develop and maintain 
software systems. In order to manage the software 
process, a wide range of software process engineering 
solutions have been proposed for that aim [1]-[50]. 
Software process modeling presents the most notable 
software process engineering paradigm that aims at 
enhancing the usefulness of the software process. As the 
name refers, it is the act of defining explicit software 
process models. A single software process model 
provides an abstraction of a specific view of the software 
process. However, a software process is not abstracted by 
only one single view. In the literature, there are several 
proposed software process models that intend to convey 
different views of the software process [1]-[3]. 
A software process model can be a kind of an activity 
process model, which focuses on the types, structure and 
properties of the activities in the software process and 
their interrelations. While, a product process model 
describes the types, structure and properties of the 
software artifacts of the software process. 
A resource process model, on the other hand, 
describes the resources which are either needed by or 
provided to the software process. 
Whereas, a role process model describes a particular 
set of resources, known as the performing role, which 
concerns the performing agents, the skills they provide 
and the responsibilities they accept. 
Since there is no single software process model that is 
capable to represent all views of the software process, 
software process meta-modeling paradigm presents a 
shift in software process abstraction level, from software 
process model to software process metamodel. Software 
process meta-modeling, by analogy to software process 
modeling, is defined as the act of creating and defining 
software process abstract and generic software process 
metamodels instead of software process models. 
Thus, a specific software process model can be created 
by instantiating a certain pre-defined software process 
metamodel [4]. 
A software process modeling/meta-modeling 
formalism denotes the modeling language or notation 
that is used for modeling and formalizing the software 
process. There are many different software process 
formalisms have been provided, with different forms 
(e.g. graphical, textual and etc.) and different levels of 
formalism (formal, semi-formal, and informal). When a 
software process formalism is formally formalized, it can 
be described as a language, known as Software Process 
Modeling Language (SPML). 
Any designed SPML is based upon fulfilling an 
objective of the essential software process modeling 
objectives (see [42], [43]). For instance, programming 
language-based SPMLs (such as [5]-[7]) play a vital role 
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in automating the software process itself, and its 
execution. While, graphical-based SPMLs (such as [8]-
[10]) are very essential in facilitating the human 
understandability of process software process models and 
communication among large numbers of software 
process model users (e.g. software process owners, 
software process engineers, project managers, software 
engineers and executives, and etc.). 
A software process metamodel within a software 
process meta-modeling approach presents a sort of 
formal software process modeling language, where its 
abstract syntax is denoted by the set of meta-elements 
(each meta-element abstracts a single software process 
concept) and the relationships among them. Yet, there are 
many different and distinct software process meta-
modeling approaches have been introduced [5], [9], [11]-
[18]. Each of them still provides distinct concepts and 
views for expressing the software process. 
Since that some software process meta-modeling 
approaches provide distinctive software process concepts 
which are missed in others, this paper presents an 
expressive language named as, SP2MN. 
The expressiveness (also expressivity or expressive 
power) of a language is the breadth of ideas and concepts 
that can be represented and communicated within that 
language [19], [20]. SP2MN is designed in order to be as 
expressive as to include the most common software 
process modeling concepts, in terms of the most common 
software process engineering modeling concepts, as well 
as situational method engineering concepts (as discussed 
in Section 2). Furthermore, it’s essential for this language 
to enhance human understandability and communication 
as well, therefore, SP2MN presents a graphic-based 
language that provides simple and expressive graphical 
notation. As a final point, SP2MN is evaluated with the 
well-known ISPW-6 Software Process Example [21], a 
standard benchmark software process problem developed 
by experts in the field of software process modeling. 
This paper is organized as follows; Section 2 
introduces a discussion on the software process, its 
associated modeling and engineering concepts, with 
respect to the most prominent software process 
engineering/meta-modeling languages. Section 3 presents 
the specification of the proposed SP2MN formalism, 
while Section 4 provides the validation and evaluation of 
such proposal. Finally, Section 5 concludes the work 
presented in this paper. 
II. Related Works 
Modeling and/or Meta-modeling is a widely embraced 
approach in software engineering field. For instance, in 
the context of Model Driven Architecture (MDA), 
models play a very essential role, not only in the 
description and representation of the concepts within the 
domain but also in the production and the automation 
process [44]-[46]. The success of MDA has attracted 
several researchers to apply its principles on software 
process meta-modelling. 
Software process meta-modeling provides a mean for 
software organizations to create their specific software 
process model by instantiating a certain pre-defined 
software process metamodel [4]. Hence, a software 
process metamodel is a description at the type level of a 
software process model, and at the meta-type level with 





Fig. 1. Software process abstraction levels 
 
Generally, modeling/meta-modeling is not only 
captured in one single perspective. It considers recording 
the static concepts and data of the domain, in addition to 
the activities and other dynamic concepts of the 
methodical development [25], [26]. Therefore, software 
process meta-modeling has to be considered in those 
various perspectives using suitable modeling formalism 
(language and/or notation) for conceptual (data) 
modeling plus activity modeling. 
This section presents a critical analysis of the most 
widely used and prominent software process meta-
modeling approaches. The approaches are discussed 
based on their metamodels with respect to the constituent 
static software process concepts and the underlying 
semantics of such concepts, along with their associated 
modeling formalisms. Additionally, the dynamic activity 
modeling concepts and formalisms are further illustrated 
and studied as well. The aim of this section is to exhibit 
the concepts as well as the requirements that SP2MN 
should encompass and achieve. 
II.1. Software Process Engineering 
Software Process Engineering Metamodel (SPEM), is 
a wide known standard software process metamodel 
currently in version 2.0 [18]. SPEM presents an activity-
oriented (also known as, process-focused) metamodel, 
which focuses on describing the concepts that allow 
building software process models concentrating on the 
activities and tasks performed in producing software 
artifacts together with their ordering.  
SPEM 2.0 separates the concept of the reusable 
method from its application in a software process. 
According to SPEM, a method provides step-by-step 
explanations, describing how specific development goals 
are achieved independent of the placement of these steps 
within a development lifecycle. A Process, on the other 
hand, takes these method elements and relates them into 
semi-ordered sequences that are customized to specific 
types of projects. 
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A method is represented by Method Content meta-
package, while software process structure is represented 
by Software Process Structure meta-package, see SPEM 
2.0 [18]. Main meta-classes (concepts) that present 
reusable methods are; Tasks, Work Products and Roles. 
Tasks are the work steps to be performed. Tasks have 
Work Products as input and output and which are being 
performed by Roles. Roles define important 
responsibility relationships to work products. 
A software process would apply these elements in 
Activities in a different parts of a lifecycle differently.  
The Activity meta-element presents the structured 
work definitions which describes the work to be 
performed along a timeline or lifecycle and organize it in 
so called breakdown structures. Fig. 2 below shows how 
such main concepts are related together to represent a 
real time software process. SPEM 2.0 reuses elements 
from the Unified Modeling Language (UML) (version 
2.0 [47]) metamodel, as UML profile model. 
This meta-package presents the set of UML 2.0 
stereotypes which provides the necessary meta-elements 
(concepts) as well as the notation for modeling and 
formalizing the software process. A UML profile 
presents a good chance to use existing generic UML 2.0 
modeling tools for software process modeling instead of 
inventing new inventing tools. Fig. 3 shows a UML Class 
Diagram that represents several SPEM 2.0 concepts as 
UML classes with their respective stereotypes applied. 
Note, that the Task ―Use Case Analysis‖ is actually 
represented by a UML 2.0 Activity which is a 
specialization of UML 2.0 Class and can therefore have 
associations and be used in a UML Class Diagram. 
II.2. Situational Method Engineering 
SME is a special software process engineering meta-
modeling paradigm [27]. SME concerns about improving 
the decomposability, hierarchy and understandability of 
the methods/software process by introducing 













































Fig. 2. SPEM 2.0 Software Process Structure meta-package 
 
 
Fig. 3. Sample software process structure represented by SPEM 2.0 
 
Moreover, it ensures flexibility and adaptability of the 
methods/software process models where their modular 
components/constructs can be reused and adapted into 
different applications with similar situational 
applicability, based on reuse strategy [28]. 
Therefore, SME meta-modeling approaches present 
specific concepts concerning the situational 
discoverability, retrieval and selections of the modular 
method/software process components. 
Yet, there are many different and distinct software 
process meta-modeling approaches have been proposed  
(for illustration, [10], [13]-[15], [17], [27], and etc.).  
Each one presents its own modularization concepts, 
notions, semantics and consequently distinct situation, 
retrieval and selection concepts. 
SME metamodels present sort of context-oriented 
software process metamodels which allow building 
software process models representing the situation and 
the intention of an actor at a given moment of the project 
[23]. The key concepts of this kind of metamodel are the 
Context that is composed of a Situation and an Intention. 
The situation is a part of a product under design that is 
the object of a decision. The intention represents the 
objective, i.e. the goal that an actor wants to achieve 
according to the situation [24], [29]. 
Although all approaches adopt component-based 
modularization of software process. Method chunk [10] 
presents the most complete component-based software 
process/method modular construct. Contrary to method 
fragment concept [27] and [14], in which the modular 
construct represents a process part (activities, tasks, etc.) 
or product part (work products) of the software process, 
method chunk ensures a tight coupling of some process 
part and its related product part of the software process. 
Thus, any software process is viewed as a set of 
loosely coupled method chunks expressed at different 
levels of granularity [9]. Furthermore, a method chunk is 
based on the decomposition of the software process 
model into reusable represented modularization, known 
as guidelines. Thus, the core of a method chunk is its 
guideline to which are attached the associated product 
parts needed to perform the process encapsulated in this 
guideline. A guideline is built upon intention and 
situation concepts (context), where the body of the 
guideline represents the body of the method chunk 
(process part associated to product part of the software 
process) that achieves the intention. 
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Fig. 4 shows the structure, interrelation and semantics 
of such concepts. Guidelines have three distinct kinds of 
modeling formalisms, as; simple, tactical and strategic. 
A strategic guideline is also known as a MAP [9], (for 
more information about these modeling formalisms, see 
[10]) which uses a graph structure to relate its sub-
guidelines. A MAP is a labelled directed graph in which 
the nodes are the intentions and the edges between 
intentions are strategies to achieve such intentions. For 
illustration, Fig. 5 shows an example of MAP for 








Fig. 5. Sample process part of a method chunk represented by MAP 
 
Another interesting idea introduced by SME is method 
service [15], [17]. A method service proposes to capture 
the software process/ method modular construct in a 
service-based specification. This in turn would pave the 
way for new promises in software process knowledge 
sharing and reuse in the service-oriented architecture 
[48]. However, the modularization of software process 
models and its presentation in such approaches is not 
handled according to concepts, principles and modeling 
formalism that conform to service-oriented architecture 
and service-orientation design principles. 
II.3. Activity Modeling Concepts and Formalisms 
The preceding has mostly discussed static software 
process modeling concepts and formalisms. However, 
this is insufficient to model and formalize the dynamic 
concepts of the software process, such as the ability to 
express events, decisions, exceptions, interactions among 
software process participants and so on.  
In this context, as this work focuses on enhancing 
human understandability and communication of software 
process models, the concern is on graphical-based 
formalisms. As discussed before, many SPMLs present 
graphical-based formalisms. The most prominent 
technique presented and adapted for such aim is UML, 
the success of UML for activity modeling [49] has lured 
many SPMLs to reuse and adapt this widely used 
modeling standard instead of inventing from scratch. For 
illustration; SPEM, PROMENADE language, Di Nitto et 
al. approach, UML4SPM, and etc.  
Alike, there are some promising activity modeling 
formalisms have been introduced mainly for business 
process modeling. Business Process Model and Notation 
(BPMN) is a one contender process modeling technique 
that has attracted many modelers in the industry as well 
as researchers [50]. 
BPMN (currently in version 2.0 [30]) brings a series 
of enhancements to process modeling, compared to UML 
for instance, in regards to exclusive/parallel event-based 
gateway, fine granular tasks and sub-processes for 
activities, sequential multi-instance activity, flow 
connections and interdependencies, data objects, a wide 
set of events for a process, and so on [31]-[40].  
Therefore, the work in this paper proposes to reuse 
BPMN for software process modeling, and to extend its 
concepts as well as notation to suit the software process 
modeling specialty. 
In summary, given these points, it is essential when 
designing SP2MN in this paper to be as expressive as 
possible to express the previously discussed software 
process modeling concepts with their associated details 
and semantics while preserving the meta-type level of 
abstraction of software process models. To sum up, such 
concepts comprise; activity-oriented software process 
concepts (such as, activity, task, phase, lifecycle, and 
etc.), product concepts (including work products details, 
categories and states), resources and responsibilities 
concepts (role, human actors/agents, and tools), in 
addition to modularization and context-oriented concepts 
(situation and intention). 
The essence of this effort is to provide a SPML that 
acts as a common medium for software process modeling 
with an understandable, clear, simple and widely used set 
of graphical notation and diagrams. We believe that this, 
in turn, would enhance the adoptability and the use of 
SPMLs from software process users. The following 
section provides the detailed specification of SP2MN. 
III. The SP2MN Formalism 
SP2MN presents a new SPML. Generally, a language 
is composed of syntax and semantics [41]. The syntax of 
a language means the structure of that language and it is 
further divided into two complementary types, namely, 
abstract and concrete syntax. Abstract syntax presents the 
rules that specify well-formed expressions of symbols 
(presented here as a conceptual metamodel). While, 
concrete syntax is the set of graphical and textual 
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symbols used to render the software process model and 
other related representing diagrams (in this context, 
reuses and extends BPMN 2.0). On the other hand, the 
semantics of a language refers to the meaning and 
interpretations of the meta-model constructs, attributes, 
properties as well as the relationships with other 
constructs and the things being modeled. 
The abstract syntax of SP2MN is represented by UML 
compliant metamodel. It is divided into Software Process 
Structure metamodel and the Foundation metamodel, as 
mentioned in Sub-section 1 and Sub-section 2, 
respectively. 
III.1. SP2MN Software Process Structure 
Software process structure metamodel, as shown in 
Fig. 6, provides the overall syntax and semantics needed 
for software process modeling. At the very highest level, 
a software process is decomposed into a number of Work 
Units which can be a coarse-grained Activities or finer-
grained Tasks. Work Units are specified by the Context 
and situation of applicability. 
An Activity in turn is composed a number of Tasks. A 
Task therefore is the adopted unit of work in this 
specification. A Task handles a number of Work 
Products as input and/or outputs. 
A single Work Unit can be under the responsibility of 
a number of Roles that are performed by a number of 
assigned individuals or Human Actors. Automated 
software or Tools can help such individuals in 
performing their work as well. A Task is identified by an 
intention. A Technique models the way of performing or 
implementing a specific task. 
A Work Product is an abstraction of the descriptions 
of content elements that are used to define anything used, 
produced, or modified by a Task. In a software process 
model, a Work Product is either an Artifact or a 
Deliverable work product or an Outcome. 
A Stage is an abstract meta-class that models the 
intended timing of the performance of a temporally 
cohesive set of activities during the enactment of a 
software process. A Life Cycle consists of all phases 
during which a single system or application is produced, 
used, and retired. The role of the life cycle is to provide 
overall organization to the associated activities and 
milestones. And to support top-level scheduling of 
activities, personnel, and resource acquisition. 
The Context is composed of a Situation and an 
Intention. The Situation is a part of a product under 
design that is the object of a decision. The Intention 
represents the objective, i.e. the goal that an actor wants 




Fig. 6. SP2MN software process structure metamodel 
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III.2. SP2MN Foundation 
Foundation package represents the subset of BPMN 
2.0 [30] elements that are reused in SP2MN metamodel 
and other elements that are extended and adapted to suit 
the software process modeling. 
As shown in Fig. 7, the dynamic concepts for software 
process modeling are shown in white background 
classes, while other related static concepts that to be 
reused are shown in light gray background classes, 
whereas new extension concepts are shown in dark gray 
back ground classes. As shown in the metamodel, BPMN 
basic elements are a special classes of the generalized 
BaseElement meta-class. 
BaseElement is the abstract super class for most 
BPMN basic elements. It provides the attributes, id and 
documentation, which other elements will inherit.  
The basic elements are particularly; a set of Flow 
Elements (Activities, Events, Gateways, Sequence 
Flows, Message flows), In addition to Data Objects, 
Pools, and Lanes, as well as other BPMN Artifacts, such 
as Groups, Text Annotations, and Associations. A 
FlowElement is a special class from BaseElement and it 
the abstract super class for Activities, Events, Gateways, 
Sequence Flows, and Message flows. Where such meta-
elements constitute the key elements that affect the flow 




Fig. 7. SP2MN foundation metamodel 
 
III.3. SP2MN Notation 
The concrete syntax of SP2MN is a graphical-based 
notation adopted, adapted and extended from BPMN 2.0 
constructs. Each of the aforementioned software process 
elements and constructs in the abstract syntax is mapped 
to a visual graphical symbol. 
Due to limited space, Table I below shows a subset of 
the most important SP2MN constructs.  
IV. Evaluation of SP2MN with ISPW-6 
Software Process Example 
The 6th International Software Process Workshop has 
produced a standard benchmark software process 
modelling example problem [21]. A problem that 
comprehensively exercises the various modeling 
approaches being developed, throughout coverage of 
several important components of real-world software 
processes. The primary purpose behind that was to 
facilitate understanding, assessing and comparing the 
various approaches that are being pursued for software 
process modelling. The core problem is scoped as a 
relatively confined portion of the software change 
process. It focuses on the designing, coding, unit testing, 
and management of a localized change to a software 
system. The change is prompted by a change in 
requirement that happens during the development life-
cycle. 
The entire example process is entitled Develop 
Change and Test Unit, and it is decomposed of a set of 
major tasks as: Schedule and Assign Tasks, Modify 
Design, Review Design, Modify Code, Modify Test 
Plans, Modify Unit Test Packages, Test Unit, and finally 
Monitor Progress. The process is described by a narrative 
description. 
The software process problem as described in [21] is 
considered to demonstrate the applicability and validity 
of the SP2MN. Due to limited space, Fig. 7 shows an 
instance of the ISPW-6 software process problem as 
represented by SP2MN notation, whereas Fig. 8 
respectively shows the overall represented software 
process model. 
V. Results 
The following shows how SP2MN has fullfiled the 
stated requirements and design goals. 
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The expressiveness of SP2MN was defined as the 
breadth of ideas and concepts that can be represented and 
communicated within it. These concepts include, static 
software process concepts, such as, work unit and stage, 
work product, role, actor, and context, in addition to 
dynamic software process concepts, such as, 
communication within the software process and between 
participants, software activities coordination, and 
software process events, as well as other concepts, such 
as, representing a modularized software process entities. 
By applying SP2MN on the standard benchmark 
ISPW-6 software process example [21] it has proved its 
applicability and validity. It also has shown how each of 
the aforementioned concepts have been demonstrated on 
its software process elements, as mentioned in the 
previous section and shown in Fig. 8. For illustration, 
Work units are represented as tasks, sub-processes.  
Moreover, the technique, as well as the stage and 
lifecycle concepts representations are also represented. 
Moreover, different kinds of work products (such as 
deliverable, or artifact) and the delivered product types 
(graphical, or textual), as well as the products formalism, 
in addition to product state are represented. 
ISPW-6’s pre-condition process elements are 
represented by intentions which are associated to tasks 
labels. While post-condition elements are represented by 
situations which are associated to flow connectors.  
Where, the communication within the process is by 
signal events and data association flow. While the 
communication between software process participants is 
by messages. Above all, modularization is supported by 
tasks that are represented as autonomous sections 
(associated with Contexts), which are eligible to be 
defined and represented as method services. 
Finally, SP2MN was designed with the aim to achieve 
the human understandability. This achieved by reusing 
sets of BPMN 2.0 elements and notations. This is 
considered as a good significance, since that BPMN 2.0 
has attractive features. It is standard, graphical, intuitive, 
and easy to understand. A wide community of software 
process modeling is already familiar with BPMN2.0 and 
variety of tools and training supports are proposed.  
Therefore, SP2MN has an important competitive 
advantage compared to any existing SPML. 
VI. Conclusion 
While there are multiple SPMLs have been proposed, 
nonetheless, they have failed to gain the attention of the 
industry. They are abandoned from many software 
process users. The mere existence of existing software 
process metamodels and consequently the distinct 
software process concepts, notions and structures are 
seen as the main causes of such a problem. Additionally, 
it might be due to the complexity and ambiguity of their 
formalisms. SP2MN presents a SPML that concerns the 
reusing and adapting BPMN, as a clear, simple, 
understandable, as well as being standard, widely 
acceptable and used formalism for process modeling. 
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Fig. 8. Overall ISPW-6 software process represented by SP2MN 
 
More importantly, SP2MN is designed with an aim to 
be expressive to the most common software process 
modeling concepts that are being recorded within real 
time software process modeling. 
SP2MN metamodel is a UML-compliant metamodel, 
which simply can be instantiated in order to produce 
specific software process models. In conclusion, 
validating and evaluating SP2MN on the standard ISPW-
6 benchmark for software process modeling has 
demonstrated its workability, validity and significance.  
The constructs of the language and its graphical 
notation has proved its power to express all software 
process elements and concepts of the standard 
benchmark ISPW-6 software process example [21].  
However, SP2MN notation has been introduced as 
conceptual graphical symbols. Yet, implementing such 
symbols within a specific and compliant to SP2MN 
software process modelling tool is planned to be a future 
work. 
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